
Simplifies your project work

Easy access to all documents for project members

Common structure and common working procedure

Simple communication and simplified cooperation

Simple administration with rolebased rights

Versioning and logs for all documents

Dynamic document tree for easy navigation

Effective management of multiple documents simultaneously

Smart search functions to quickly find the right information

Quality assurance and support for reviews and decisions

High level of security through encryption and backup
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Apricon C3 offers:

Apricon C3 is a web based service that helps you

easily communicate and share al l of the

documents in your project. Give your team

members the security of always having access to

the most recent version of the documents and a

common place to store them on.

Not having to send e-mails with large files and

new versions to many different recipients saves

time and reduces the risk of errors.

Apricon C3 provides qual ity assurance and good

control with access rights, versioning and logging

of al l fi les. Predefined file structures and roles in

the project also facil itate the process of finding

and saving documents.

Apricon C3 was designed for property

development and construction projects but it

can also be used for project portfol ios and

industrial activities.

Apricon C3 offers support through al l phases of the project, from producing tender

packages to employing a quality assurance review process and final ly ensuring a well-

documented transfer or a technical archive. Both price and functional ity are tailored to

the needs of the different phases and required customer approach.

Idea
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Feasibility Study Program Phase Early Phase

Project Production Phase Warranty Phase

Management
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Apricon C3 saves time and reduces errors

Having the most recent information accessible at al l times and ensuring

well-functioning communication eare key factors of success for the

project.

Our customers choose Apricon C3 because it is simple to use, and

because it manages large volumes of documents both safely and

effectively. The basic functions are quite simply just a l ittle smarter,

while its advanced functional ity can be crucial in some projects.

Rolebased rights simplify administration

The roles that users are assigned control what information they see and

where they can save their fi les in Apricon C3. Each discipl ine is

represented by a role, which makes it very easy both to manage project

members and to communicate with them.

To invite a person to the project network you only need an e-mail

address. Users register their contact data when logging in for the first

time. If they are already an active user of Apricon C3, they can go directly

to the project, which is available in their project l ist, upon invitation.

Easy to find information with the help of
smart search functions

When you save files in Apricon C3, metadata is created for each

document. This al lows you to search properties such as sub-category,

discipl ine, document type, status and so on. These properties can also be

used to create versions of our dynamic document tree where each level

of the structure is cl ickable, showing al l of the underlying documents

– which can streamline the search considerably.

Your search can also be used to schedule the download of new files to a

local computer, which means you can automate the process.

Support for reviewing and decision making

Apricon C3 gives you the abil ity to control and document key processes.

For example, you can assure the qual ity of the work by directing

documents through a review process or sending a request to a specific

person or group. The advantage here is being able both to handle

confidential information and create transparency in the project. In

addition to versioning and logs for each document, you can also get an

overview of how work is progressing.

Apricon C3 spares you from time-consuming

administration of e-mails and files. We’l l help

you customize the structure and functional ity

for a common and uniform work procedure.
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Pioneers of project networks

Easy to use and full of clever features

Saving and retrieving documents in Apricon C3 is simple, and

the system provides support and options to suit al l types of

users. The features range from "drag and drop" to advanced

import functions.

Once you are logged in, you can see if there are new

documents or requests in any of your projects. On the Start

page, you can add l inks to important information or packages

with selected documents to facil itate the work further.

With Apricon C3, you can work with multiple files

simultaneously. By changing the properties or creating

metadata for multiple documents at the same time you avoid

monotonous and time-consuming operations.

The function for ordering copying can be l inked to any copy

shop. In addition, you can print multiple PDF files directly via

your own printer, saving both time and money.

At Apricon, we work to simplify our customers' project work.

Our web-based project networks are among the most

effective tools available for project communication and

document management.

With our extensive experience in the construction industry,

we have a unique understanding of construction industry

processes. We are involved in both smal l local development

projects and large complex construction projects with

hundreds of project participants.

Our services are used by leading real estate companies,

contractors, consultants and project managers – both in

Sweden and international ly.

Apricon was founded in 2004, but our first product, PNET, was

one of the first project networks in Sweden. I t was developed

back in 1 997 while some of us were working at Skanska

Teknik. In 2007 we launched Picnic, a smart solution for

anyone working with many smal l projects. In 201 0 we

launched Apricon C3, our third generation project network

based on a new technological platform that guarantees speed

and efficient product development.

We at Apricon advocate a personal and long-term relationship

with our customers. We are dedicated to your project from

start to finish – from guidance, start-up meetings and training

through free support.

Optional:

Workflow. Reduce the risk of costly

errors. Use Workflow to review,

approve and release documents. You

get ful l visibil ity and control of

l ingering statuses and can control

who should have access to documents

at different stages.

Publish package. Reach more bidders

and get better offers. In Apricon C3, you

can package a selection of documents

and publish them as digital

specifications, and then send out an

invitation with a l ink to the information,

simply and easily.

RFI. This feature assures that al l

communication related to an issue is

documented and that no questions are

lost. Confidential information is no

problem – you decide who should have

rights to read and reply to a case.
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